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ABSTRACT

A deni8n 18 described for a short-pulse explosive-driven generator.
The initial flux 18 provided by a nide-fed one-turn coil that ia crow-
barred at peak field. This field is then compressed by the axially
uniform expansion of a cylindrical armature inside the coil. A multi-
strand helical coil is ueed to convert the changing flux to voltage at
the coaxial output. The circuit is completed by the impact of the ama-
ture against contact rimgs comected co the helical coil ●nd output. An
approximate :ircuit model is derived. The analyeim indicates that sever-
al megajoules can be delivered to an inductive load in 0.5 to 5.0 Ma.

INTRODUCTION

Conventional explosive-driven generatora deliver a current pulee at
the output that riaea from zero to peak in times ranging from ten to
hundreda of microseconds. Many application, however, require a rise-
time of one microsecond or less. The usual solution for overcoming this
discrepancy 10 to use acme combination of opening and closing awitchem at
the generator output to uhape and compreaa the pulse. The opening
awitchea are difficult to design and fabricate ●nd ●dd greatly to the
complexity of the experiment. This paper deacribas ● aenerator demign
that ahuuld make it poaeible to ●liminate the external time compression
circuitry. The approximate circuit model indicatea that this short-pulse
generator should deliver 20 to 30 HA to a 10 nH load in 0,5 to 2 ua with-
out further pulse compreaaion.

DESCRIPTION

A croaa-sectional schematic drawing of the short-pulse generator ia
ahown in Fig. 1. The initial magnetic flux for the generator la provided
by a one-turn coil encircling the rest of the generator components, A
capacitor bank powera this primary coil, although a booster generator
could be used if ❑ore energy ia required. At peak field, the input to
the primary coil la crowbarred by firing the detonatora shown in Fig. 1.

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy.
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Fig. 1. Sche~tic cross-section of short-pulse generator.

The initial flux 18 then trapped between the mhorted one-turn cotl and
the cylindrical ●rmature during the ramalnder of tha generator ●ction,

A ●imultaneou~ ●xial initiation ayotam datonatoc the cylinder of ax-

ploaivo within th~ ●rmature ●long the ●xia to produce ● cylindrically
●xpandina detonation front. The timina la ●rranaed ao that tha outside
●urface of tho ●rmatur~ .tarta to rnova when the one-turn coil la crow-
barred. The ●nuaturo than ●xpandm radially in a cloaa approximation to ●

circular cylinder ●a it ia drivan by the preaoura of th~ ●xplosive raac-

tion products. Tha trapped flux ia compraoacd ●nd the ●xial wgnat~.c
field Increaaaa corr@spondin81y. Howaver, no voltaao appears ●t the gen-
● rater output until the armature hits tha contact rines shown in Fig. 1,
This feature ia the koy to the operation of the short-pulse generator.
No currant haa to flow through the generator output during the injection
of the initial flux ●nd early portion of the armature run. After impact
with the contact rings, th~ flux trapped between the armature ●nd the
stator coil ia puahad out into the load during the remainder of the radi-
●l expanaiono

The otator coil ia wound from mnny etrande of lnaulated wire in ●

hglix. For high current application-, the multi-strand helix will have
typically a total turn-count of ●bout one. The multi-~trand ●rrangement
gives ● good fill-factor for carrying high current. and divides down the
etrand-to-.trand voltage to the point whera the wire insulation can
handle the ctreaa. There ia ●n additional advantage in that tho current
distribution at the coaxial output ia azimuthally symmetric.
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SIMPLIFIED CIRCUIT MODEL

waste ●ergy. We mm-not ptti~ ●methlmg for

Figure 2a shows the initial geometry of the short-pulse geuerator.
Figure 2b shows the geometry ●fter the a-ture has reached the contact
rin8s.

}
and Ra are the radii of the one-turn priwry coil ●nd the

●tstor c 11, respectively. 2 10 the length of the primary coil, the
etator coil and the movin8 portion of the ●rmature. P. la tha initial
radius of the amature; and p and v are the radiua ●nd velocity ●t ●

later time, t. Pc ie the radiue of the contact rinse. N. io the total
turn count for the stator and I ia the current flwin8 in it and the
load.

We make the following dsieumptione to simplify the calculation:

(a) The conductor in the generator have infinite conductivity,
i.e., the flux loeaes are zero.

(b) The current distribution in the coile ●nd ●rmature WY be
approximate by current ehaeta of zero thickness.

(c) The
volume ,

ma8netic field doea not vary axially within the generator
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Fig. 2 (a) Initial geometry of ehort-pulm ganorator. (b) Geometry of

generator after contact.



TM irlitidflux, +~, ht-n the ●rmatur, ●d primary ceil la

(1)

where B is the axial icitial fiald. Aemmption (a) implieo that the
flux w?thin tho ome-turm coil will rmain constant during the ●rmature
run.

BO(R: - P:) “ B@ - R:) +B2(R; - P2) , (2)

where B1 la the field between the primary and ●tator coils ●nd B is the
field between the stator ●nd ●rmature. iA eecond ●quation for ~ and B2
can be obtained by invoking ●astmption (b) and ●pplying the boundary con-
dition acroes a current eheet.

UoN#E = B2 - B1 ,

‘7 H/m.where MO= 4wx1O Solving for B1 and B2, we have

R2 - ~: IJoN/a + - ~2
B1 m B. P -—

R- 1
P

~2 - ~2 ‘
P

$-’: +~ONOxB $ - R;B2 =Bo — — —
R2 _ ~2

P 1 $- ‘2 “

The flux, O., linking the stator coil 10

~, r N,w(R: - p2)B2

Ue can define the following ueeful quantities:

R2)/f , andA ● IJoN~w(R; - a

Y(P) = (R: - P2)/(R2 - P2) .P

Then, Eq. (6) can be rewritten ae

*, - Y(P)(N,410 + AI,) .

The time dependence ●nterc implicitly through p(t).

UC can now obtain the output voltage, V.

V . d#,/dt m ~ for P<PC

- V8 + LRdl/dt + IdL8/dt for Pc s p c R~ .

llerO,

VR - NsOodY/dt ,

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

(6)

(6’)

(7a)

(7b)
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a~ldt - Uyldt , d
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dyldt m -2w( 2-
\ R:)/(q - e2)2 ●

Uquation (7) Uivea us a c~lete circuit mdel for tha ●hort-pulse
Senerator. It 1s mde up of ● voltage sourco in aerieawlth ● tin-vary-
ing induc:or. This voltaae is present even when the ~merator is oper-
ating into ●n open circuit.

It is useful to develop
pulse generator into ● fixed
have

the formdas for the operation of the ahort-
inductive load, L. Using assumption (a), we

(8)

%butituting for OS from Eq. (6’) and solving for I, we have

Im(yc- (9)Y)N@$o/(L + YA) ,

where yc = y(pc). ‘l%e load voltage, V, IS

N84+00 + YcA/L) dy
v . -LdI/dt . -

(1 + yA/L)2 =
(lo)

A straight-forward variation on this design la to use a etator with
a greater radlv.m at the output end than at the other end. This change
wauld be desirable in any event to preclude shortin8 out the output end
of the etator prematurely. It also has the virtue of decreasing the peak
volta8e considerably with only a alight loea in energy. We wst ❑edify
assumption (c) to say that the axial field between the conductors 10 a
function of axial distance only; i.e., B1 = B (z) and B -B2(z). We

1define the taper, 6, by taking the etator rad ue as R~ + # ●t the output
and Re at the other end. We shall not go throu8h the entire derivation,
but simply state the final formulae. The current and voltage formulae
remain the same, but the expreeaionm for y and dy/dt are different. The
primary coil is assumed to have the same taper as the atator coil so that
the spacing, A, between them 10 constant

Y(P)= 1 - :l,n[(’*:il+b)l-+~n[wllt

where [ = (LI - Ra)/6 and R8 < p C R~ + 6.

(11)

( 12“)

for Pc < p < Rm, and
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for R. < p < R,+6.

We have made the simplifying assumption that 6<< Ra. The expres-
sions for y and dy/dt are continuous at R~.

COMPUTATIONALRESULTS

The predicted behavior of the short-pulse generator into a 10 nll
load has been calculated for the following ge~try: R = 16.51 cm,
8.255 cm, A = 0.5 cm, 2 = 30 cm, and v = 0.4 km/e. Tfle initial fiel;”i:
10 T and corresponds to an initial magneticenergy of about 850 kJ. In
order to add plausibility to the calculations, the total turn count, N~
in each case has been adjusted to keep the peak linear current density in
the stator windings down to 100 Wm.

The ●ffect of tapering the atator on the energy output can be seen
from Fig. 3, which shows the ●nergy in the 10 UN load as a function of
the for a generator with t = 0.5 W, where T is the total energy deliv-
●ry time. The peak energy is about 24% greater for the untapered design.
?lgure 4 shows the voltage v- time plot for the came para=ters. The
peak voltage for the untapered atator ia almost twice that for a 1 mm
taper. It is ev dent that a slight taper ie very desirable for reducin8
the voltage stresses on the generator. For this reaeon, all the
remaining calculations aaeume a 1 m taper.

Figures 5 and 6 show the current and voltage vs time curveo, respec-
tively, for delivery times of 0.5, 1 and 2 WI. N, IS 1.33, 0.986, and
0.809 for these three cases, respectively. The corresponding power and
●nergy plots are shown in FigIB.7 and 8. For a 1 IJEJdelivery time, the
predicted performance ID ● peak current of 28 HA, ● peak voltage of
607 kv, a peak power of 12 TU, end an ●nergy of
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Fig. 5. Current va time curves
for three delivery rimes.
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Fig. 7. Povet ve time curves
for three delivery thee.

Fig. 6. Voltage vs tiu curves
for three delivery times.
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DISCUSSION

The simplified circuit model predicts that the short-pulse generator
should be able to deliver several megajoulea at currents of close to
30 MA in one microsecond. Even a rather peeaimiatic aaaesament of the
flux leases would indicate that a modest-sized generator could put out
1 MJ In 1 us. The voltage stresses are unavoidably high within the gen-
erator volume. However, if the interior la evacuated, the high magnetic
fields may provide magnetic insulation. We conclude that an ●xperimental
iaveetigation of the short-pulse generator design is worthwhile.

Fig. 8. Energy vs time curves
for three delivery times.


